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Abstract. In the paper the models and the algorithm for the optimal plan
formation for the organization of the material and logistical processes of the
high-rise construction project and their financial support are developed. The
model is based on the representation of the optimization procedure in the
form of a non-linear problem of discrete programming, which consists in
minimizing the execution time of a set of interrelated works by a limited
number of partially interchangeable performers while limiting the total cost
of performing the work. The proposed model and algorithm are the basis for
creating specific organization management methodologies for the high-rise
construction project.

1 Introduction
Quality management projects for the construction, modernization, technical re-equipment,
reconstruction or major repair of buildings and structures for various purposes, as well as
their complexes is inextricably linked with the adoption of sound management decisions on
the organization of material technological and logistics processes of the construction project
and their financial support. Complexity of projects and significant costs, caused by possible
miscalculations in the organization of these processes, lead to the fact that the relevant
decisions should be based not only on experience and intuition, but also on objective
scientific justifications. The tool for such justifications can be the corresponding
mathematical models and algorithms [1-4].
A wide class of problems of justifying decisions on the organization of material
technological and logistical processes of a construction project and their financial support
can be formalized in the form of a model and algorithm for minimizing the execution time of
a complex of interrelated works, with restrictions on the number of performers, their
interchangeability and the cost of attracting certain work [5]. The development of such an
algorithm is the purpose of this article.
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2 Model Description
When building a model, the composition and interrelation of the works reflecting the
corresponding material technological and logistical processes of the construction project
should be displayed in the form of a network [6-8].

G  i, j , i, j  0,1,, m, i  j,

(1)

Authors should use the forms shown in Table 3 in the final reference list.
where i, j are network node numbers;
(m+1) are total number of nodes.
Each task in the network (1) is associated with an arc (i , j ) , connecting the i and j nodes.
The node i  0 corresponds to the event of the beginning of the execution of the tasks
package represented by the network (1). Nodes i  1,2,..., m the nodes correspond to the
events consisting in the completion of all the tasks described by the arcs included in each of
them. The total number of tasks (arcs) is N.
The sequence of task obeys the logistic rule: the task corresponding to the arc emerging
from any node can not be started until all tasks corresponding to the arcs in this node is
completed.
Each task (i, j) is characterized by the necessary quantity n(i,j) of handlers and duration
 (i , j ) .
A lot of handlers involved in the implementation of the set of tasks will be designated.

R  1, 2, , k , , K

(2)

(k – conditional numerical order (identifier) of handler, K – number of handlers).
The interchangeability of handlers in a formalized form is represented by a matrix


Where
𝛿𝛿𝑘𝑘 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = {



k

(i, j ) , k  1,2,, K ,

i, j  G

,

1, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡,
0 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒.

(3)
(4)

The cost attracts handlers to the task execution as a component of the vector
С = ‖с𝑘𝑘 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)‖, 𝑘𝑘 = 1,2, … , 𝐾𝐾, (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐺𝐺,

(5)

where с𝑘𝑘 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) is a cost per time unit of engaging k handler to execution of (i, j ) task.

The logistic plan for the implementation of the set of tasks is determined by the set of

Y  xY i, j , rY i, j i, j   G, rY i, j   R,

where

x Y i, j 

(i, j ) task.

(6)

determined by the plan Y timestamp corresponding to the beginning of
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rY (i, j ) is variety of handlers, involved to (i, j ) task execution in accordance with

plan Y.

We will assume that the interruption of each started (i, j )  G task is not allowed and
the composition of the marked handlers is not changed.
Taking into account the accepted designations, the cost
during the Y plan realization is determined by the relation
Ω𝑌𝑌 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = ∑

k 

rY (i,j)

Y (i, j ) of the task execution

𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)

(7)

Let us denote by the G L the set of all paths of the network (1) connecting its initial and
final vertices.
The time for executing the entire set of tasks for the implementation of the plan (6) will

L  GL path TL length from the initial vertex i  0 of the
network (1) to the final one j  m .

be equal to the maximum

Taking into account the accepted designations, the task of forming a logistic plan (6) that
minimizes the time of execution of a set of tasks (1) with restrictions on the number,
interchangeability and cost of handlers in a formalized form is reduced to the following
problem of mathematical programming:
define a logistics plan



Y *  x *Y i, j , rY* i, j 

i, j   G, rY i, j   R

(8)

of the executing the set of tasks, ensuring compliance with the condition

under constraints

𝑇𝑇 ∗ = 𝑇𝑇(𝑌𝑌 ∗ ) = min max 𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿 (𝑌𝑌)
𝑌𝑌

𝐿𝐿∈𝐺𝐺𝐿𝐿

𝑋𝑋𝑌𝑌 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ≥ max{𝑥𝑥𝑌𝑌 (𝑙𝑙, 𝑖𝑖) + 𝜏𝜏(𝑙𝑙, 𝑖𝑖)}, (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐺𝐺;
𝑙𝑙,𝑖𝑖

(9)

(10)

∑(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)∈𝑟𝑟𝑌𝑌(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗) 𝛿𝛿𝑘𝑘 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = 𝑛𝑛(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗);

(11)

∑𝐾𝐾
𝑘𝑘=1 𝛿𝛿𝑘𝑘 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ≥ 𝑛𝑛(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗);

(13)

∑(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)∈𝐹𝐹𝑌𝑌 (𝑡𝑡) 𝑛𝑛(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ≤ 𝐾𝐾;

∑(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)∈𝐺𝐺 Ω𝑌𝑌 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ≤ Ω∗ ,

(12)
(14)

F (t ) is variety of the complex`s tasks, performed at each timestamp t when
where Y
implementing the logistics plan Y;
Ω* is the maximum permissible cost of the completing set of (1) tasks.
In the task (8) - (14) condition (9) formalizes the desire to minimize the time of the set of
tasks execution.
Restriction (10) reflects the logistic rule that task originating from any network node (1)
can begin only after the completion of all task included in this node.
Restriction (11) formalizes the requirement to allocate for each task a specified number
of handlers.
Restriction (12) reflects the natural condition that the number of handlers simultaneously
attracted to the task execution can not exceed their total number.
3
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Restriction (13) formalizes the requirement that the number and interchangeability of
handlers must ensure the execution of each complex`s task (1).
Restriction (14) means that the total cost of performing the set of tasks (1) can not exceed
the established permissible level.

2 Algorithm Description
Tasks (8) – (14) refers to nonlinear problems of discrete inhomogeneous resources
distribution of an arbitrary network. It is an NP- complex object of discrete programming [9].
Precise methods for solving problems of this class were first proposed in [2]. However, in
the models considered in these studies only the handlers and their productivity were taken
into account. At the same time, when creating plans for realizing real material technological
and logistical processes of construction production, along with renewable resources
(executors), it is necessary to take into account also available non-renewable (for example,
financial) resources. In tasks (8) - (14), such resources are the cost Ω_Y (i, j) of performing
each task when the plan is implemented. The limitations of these resources formally
represents the ratio (14). The model (8) - (14) obtained as a result of introducing this relation
is a further generalization of the model considered in [2] model. Exact algorithms for solving
the problem (8) - (14) are currently absent. At the same time, the need for management
practice for the implementation of complex projects requires their development[10]. One of
the purposes of this scientific article is the construction of such an algorithm. For the
existence of solution of tasks (8) - (14) it is necessary and sufficient that:
the composition and interchangeability of the handlers ensured the possibility of
executing the entire set of tasks (1);
the established level Ω * of the allowable cost made it possible to carry out a set of tasks
(1).
In the formalized form, the fulfillment of the first of these requirements consists in the
fulfillment of the constraint (12). It means that from the staffing you can select specialists
capable of performing any complex`s task (1).
In order to verify the second requirement is satisfied, can be used the set

R*  r q i, j  | i, j  G, q  1,2,

(15)

of all possible options for assigning resources to the relevant tasks. There are many
associated with this set
Ω = {Ω𝑞𝑞 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗), 𝑞𝑞 = 1,2, … , (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∈ 𝐺𝐺}

(16)

Ω𝑞𝑞 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) = 𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ∑𝑘𝑘∈𝑟𝑟 𝑞𝑞(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗) 𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗).

(17)

∑(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)∈𝐺𝐺 min Ω𝑞𝑞 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) ≤ Ω∗ , 𝑞𝑞 = 1,2, … .

(18)

of values Ωq (i, j) of the tasks execution corresponding tasks is associated with the
corresponding options of resource assignment. Elements of the set (15) are defined by
In view of (16), the second of the requirements ensuring the existence of a solution of the
task under consideration (7) - (13), in a formalized form, is represented by the relation
𝑞𝑞

It is expedient to carry out a verification of the feasibility of conditions (13) and (18)
before the procedure for finding the solution to problem (8) - (14) is initiated. If they are not
satisfied, then the solution of problem (8) - (14) does not exist. If they are carried out, the
procedure for optimizing the logistic plan for performing the set of tasks (1) can be
implemented [11].
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The basis of this procedure (the algorithm for the formation of an optimal plan) for
searching can be based on the approach first proposed in [2].
It is based on the following constructions [2]:
representation of a set of V  {S } admissible by restrictions of fragments S of the
logistics plan Y in the form of a tree of subsets (threadinging);
calculation of the lower boundary of the objective function (8) for the threads of the tree
(selected subsets);
searching for feasible options for the logistics plan;
checking the established permissible options for optimality.
The procedure proposed in [2] allows to define the logistics plan (8) for the
implementation of a set of tasks (1) that satisfies conditions (10) - (13).
Distinctive feature of this algorithm considered in this paper is the necessity to account,
on every stage, for branching and the condition (14). If condition is broken, the execution of
current thread is no longer possible and we proceed to the next thread [12].
As in the algorithm [2], branching in the proposed algorithm is carried out on the basis of
the dichotomous scheme. When implemented, each vertex vs of the S-th thread of the
variational tree is an element of the logistics plan. Moreover, if the task (i, j) corresponding

x S (i, j )

to this element starts at the moment of time
assignment, then let us set

for

rS (i, j )

-th variant of handler

v S  {x S (i, j ), rS (i, j )} .
If task (i, j) does not begin at the time
assignment, then let us set

x S (i, j )

vS  0

for

rS (i, j )

(19)
-th variant of handler

.

(20)

x (i, j ), (i, j )  G

For each thread S V the values S
be selected from ascending sequence

that



t S  t Sn , n  1,2,... .
t 1S  0

Herewith
basis of relation

where

, and the subsequent moments
𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛 =

 

, (initialization timestaps) must
corresponds to such thread

t Sn , n  2,3,... are determined on the
(21)

{𝑥𝑥𝑠𝑠 (𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗) + 𝜏𝜏(𝑖𝑖, 𝑗𝑗)},

min

(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗)∈𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛−1 )

FS t Sn1 is variety of tasks (i, j ) , previously included in the S-th thread and
t Sn 1

unfinished by the time point

, that is

  



FS t Sn1  i, j  | i, j   G, xS i, j   t Sn1  xS i, j    i, j 

(22)

Thus, it is a sequence of moments of time, in which task is completed, included in the
next thread of the tree and releasing the respective handlers.
The condition
time t =0.

t 1S  0

reflects the fact that all variants of the logistics plan begin at the
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Let us prove that the assignment of the dates for the commencement of task, not in
accordance with the sequences ts, does not allow to shorten the total execution time of the
set of tasks under consideration (1).
Indeed, for any plan Y containing a fragment S, the early term of the beginning of any

task (i, j )  S by definition belongs to the sequence ts. Consequently, the late dates of the
beginning of the task lying on the path critical for plan Y also belong to this sequence. For
tasks that do not belong to critical paths, it is possible to vary the timing of the start within
the appropriate time reserves. At the same time, the boundaries of these reserves also belong
to this sequence, and the variation within the boundaries does not change the time of
execution of the set of tasks as a whole [13]. Therefore, the task starting and completion dates
for the optimal logistics plan (9) according to criterion (9) must belong to the sequence
corresponding to this plan ts.
In the interest of realizing the adopted dichotomic threading scheme, we introduce the set
associated with (15)
(23)
D  d | q  1,2,



in which

dq  1



q

if the resource assignment option

(i, j ) task, or d q  0 otherwise.

r q (i, j ) is used to execute the

d 1

In this case, the serial number q of the element q
of the set D characterizes both
the task performed, the version of the resource assignment, and the cost of the resources
involved in its implementation.
Taking into account (22), the threading process in the interests of compiling the optimal
logistic plan (7) consists in choosing for each next time point

dq  D

t Sn

and establishing their values, that is, the relation (18) (

if the corresponding

dq

task

the admissible variables



 ) exists

vS  t Sn , d q  1

n
(i, j )  G starts at the timestamp xS i, j   t S with





n
r q (i, j ) the resource allocation option or (19) ( v S  t S , d q  0 ), if the specified work
t Sn

does not begin with the considered resource assignment option at the moment
The set

n
S

P

of variables

dq  D

logistics plan (7) at the timestamp

t

n
S

.

that can be included in the S-th fragment of the

, contains quantities

dq  D

, corresponding to the

(i, j )  G not previously included in the thread S under consideration, satisfying the

tasks
conditions:

xl , i    l, i   tSn ,
r i, j   R
q

n
S

l, i   G

,

Ω∗ − ∑𝑚𝑚∈𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡 𝑛𝑛−1) 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 Ω𝑚𝑚 + Ω𝑞𝑞 ≥ 0, 𝑞𝑞 = 1,2, … ,
𝑆𝑆
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is variety of uncommitted resources for S-th fragment of the plan at the

timestamp ;
𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆 (𝑡𝑡𝑆𝑆𝑛𝑛−1 ) is a set of variables 𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞 included in the thread S of the variants tree to the moment

t n 1

of time S .
Condition (24) identifies tasks for which all the preceding ones have been executed.
Condition (25) identifies tasks for which there are permissible orders of free handlers, and
(26) are the cost-admissible orders of free handlers.
As an estimate of the lower bound of the objective function (9), for each fragment of the
calendar plan, the maximum path length from the initial vertex of the graph G to the final
one, determined without taking into account the resource constraints (12), (14) for tasks
which are not included in S., can be adopted. In this case, if at the next thread step
corresponding to the moment, it is established, then the following is supposed to be defined
similarly to [2]:
а) task
for which
moments

(l , i )  G that was previously included in the S-th fragment of the plan (the task
x S l , i   t S n
x S l , i 
, begins at the appropriate moments

x S l , i    l , i 

b) for the task

);

i, j   G corresponding

to the variable

and ends in the

d q  PSn

included in the considered step in the S-th thread of the tree version в) for the task

e, h   G , corresponding to the variables

n
t
S
according to the resource constraint (2.9) at the moment

at the same time as the

t

n 1
S

  (e, h) .

i, j  , start time is

t Sn 1

If the thread is set at the considered step
addition it’s important following:

and, therefore,

x S i , j   t Sn
n
S

;

d u  P , u  q , which

cannot be included in the plan

, and the duration is determined by the relation

dq  0

, then to determine

WS d q  0 

in

l, i   G , previously included in the S-th fragment of the logistics plan (the
x l , i   t Sn
x l , i 
), begin at the appropriate moments S
and end in moments
task for which S
xS l , i    l , i 
;
а) tasks

i, j  , corresponding to the variable d q  PSn , begins at the appropriate
t n1   l , i 
t n 1
;
moments S and ends in the moments S
d  PSn , u  q
 
в) other tasks e, h  G , corresponding to variables u
, begin in the
n
n
t   e, h 
t
moment S and end in the moment S
.
б) the task

An important element of the algorithm for solving the problem (7) - (13), which
significantly affects its convergence, is the method of choosing the next task and the option
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of assigning resources to it. Formally, it consists in the choice of variables

t

d q  Psn

d

n
S

to

time. In the proposed algorithm q , the selection at the next
include the S-th thread at
thread step is carried out in two stages: the first one selects task, and the second - the resource
assignment option. The selection of the next task is carried out in accordance with the
following sequence of preferences:

min T j( n )  max  (i, j )  min i  min j,

i.e., the first in the plan includes task, which corresponds to a smaller late completion date

T j( n )

. If there are several such tasks, then the maximum volume is selected from them. If

 

there are several such tasks, then tasks with the smallest numbers i, j . In this case, late
completion dates should be determined taking into account the considered fragment of the S
logistic plan.

 

Scenario r i, j to identify the handler for the selected task
condition of the minimum value
∑

∑ 𝛿𝛿𝑘𝑘 (𝑙𝑙, ℎ),

𝑘𝑘∈𝑟𝑟(𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗) (𝑙𝑙,ℎ)∉𝑆𝑆

i, j  is determined from the

i.e. the handlers who are least universal for the remaining tasks
The task selected in this way

i, j  and scenario r i, j  the assignments of the handlers

uniquely determine the next variable

t

(l , h )  S are appointed

d q  PSn

n
S

, included in S-th thread of the tree of the

plan's variants at the moment .
The skip of the tree is organized in accordance to the rule "go to the right". That allows
storing in the memory of a computer only the current fragment of the logistics plan, the
smallest of the previously obtained values of the objective function and the corresponding
acceptable version of the plan.
This rule, in combination with the method of selecting tasks and handlers, is an
approximate algorithm for solving the problem (8) - (14), which allows obtaining the first
feasible solution in a finite number of steps equal to the number of N tasks in the network
(1).
Each S thread ends if it includes all N tasks, that is, an acceptable logistic plan Y has been
received, or if

Ws  T 0 (1   ),

0    1,

(27)
where T - the least value of the objective function for the previously obtained allowable
logistic plans (record);
0



- specified deviation of the objective function from the optimal (optimization
accuracy).
The executive of condition (27) means that on the thread under consideration it is
impossible to improve the previously obtained record by more than 100μ% and its
continuation within the specified optimization accuracy does not make sense.
The procedure for finding the solution ends if all the remaining threads satisfy the
condition (27). When the method for traversing the variants tree of such a situation is
established, the second return to the root vertex corresponds. At the same time, the last record
is the desired value of the objective function (8), and the corresponding feasible plan for
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performing the set of operations is the optimal logistic plan[14-15]. The use of the considered
algorithm provides analysis of all possible variants of the plan and excludes repetitions when
viewing them.

4 Conclusion
In general, the proposed algorithm for solving the problem of forming an optimal plan for
the implementation of a set of interrelated works provides the possibility of obtaining both
exact and approximate solutions. They can be relatively simply integrated into specific
decision support systems, since the requirements for the efficiency indicator and the
limitations of the model (8) - (14) are sufficiently general that allows them to form a wide
range of specific methodologies for justifying managerial decisions on the organization of
material technological and logistical processes of the construction project and their financial
support.
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